There is much recent interest in the question of whether people have available a single category learning system or a number of qualitatively different systems. Most proponents of multiple systems have hypothesized an explicit, rule-based system and some type of implicit system. Although there has been general agreement about the nature of the explicit system, there has been disagreement about the exact nature of the implicit system. This chapter explores the question of whether there is implicit category learning, and if there is, what form it might take. First, we examine what the word "implicit" means in the categorization literature. Next, we review some of the evidence that supports the notion that people have available one or more implicit categorization systems. Finally, we consider the nature of implicit categorization by focusing on three alternatives: an exemplar memory-based system, a procedural memory system, and an implicit system that uses the perceptual representation memory system.
The cognitive neuroscience of implicit category learning
Categorization is the act of responding differently to objects and events in the environment that belong to separate classes or categories. It is a critical process that every organism must perform in at least a rudimentary form because it allows them to respond differently, for example, to nutrients and poisons, and to predators and prey.
Much of the recent categorization literature has focused on the question of whether people have available a single category learning system or a number of qualitatively different systems. For example, although the early literature projects only to area X (i.e., and not directly to the prefrontal cortex). If working memory and conscious awareness reside in prefrontal cortex, then we can be consciously aware of activity in area X because it can be loaded directly into working memory. On the other hand, if activity in area Y is transformed by area X before reaching prefrontal cortex and conscious awareness, then there is no way to be aware of activity in area Y -only of the transformed activity that leaves area X.
Primary visual cortex (Area V1) does not project directly to the prefrontal cortex, so the Crick-Koch hypothesis asserts that we cannot be consciously aware of activity in V1. Koch (1995, 1998) described evidence in support of this prediction. Of course, many other brain regions also do not project directly to the prefrontal cortex. For example, the basal ganglia do not project directly to the prefrontal cortex (i.e., they first project through the thalamus), so the Crick-Koch hypothesis predicts that we are not aware of activity within the basal ganglia. Memory theorists believe that the basal ganglia mediate procedural memories (Jahanshahi, Brown, & Marsden, 1992; Mishkin, Malamut, & Bachevalier, 1984; Saint-Cyr, Taylor, & Lang, 1988; Willingham, Nissen, & Bullemer, 1989) , so the Crick-Koch hypothesis provides an explanation of why we don't seem to be aware of procedural (e.g., motor) learning.
In summary, although the Crick-Koch hypothesis offers a promising start, a complete theory of conscious awareness does not yet exist. Therefore, in this chapter we will adopt the operational definition that a categorization process is explicit if it can be described verbally.
Implicit categorization
During the past 10 years, about 120 articles have appeared in the psychological literature that discuss implicit category learning or implicit categorization, whereas the decade of the 1980s saw only about 20 such articles. This recent interest in implicit category learning has profoundly affected the categorization literature, and has formed bridges to the memory literature, where of course, the study of implicit processes have a long and rich history. Even so, a memory researcher interested in implicit categorization may be confused by how the term "implicit" is used in the categorization literature.
Many memory theorists adopt the strong criterion that a memory is implicit only if there is no conscious awareness of its details and there is no knowledge that a memory has even been stored (e.g., Schacter, 1987) . In a typical categorization task, these criteria are impossible to meet because trial-by-trial feedback is routinely provided. When an observer receives feedback that a response is correct, then this alone makes it obvious that learning has occurred, even if there is no internal access to the system that is mediating this learning. Thus, in category learning, a weaker criterion for implicit learning is typically used in which the observer is required only to have no conscious access to the nature of the learning, even though he or she would be expected to know that some learning has occurred.
The stronger criterion for implicit processing that has been adopted in much of the memory literature could be applied in unsupervised category learning tasks, in which no trial-by-trial feedback of any kind is provided. In the typical unsupervised task, observers are told the number of contrasting categories and are asked to assign stimuli to these categories, but are never told whether a particular response is correct or incorrect. Free sorting is a similar, but more unstructured task in which participants are not given feedback about the accuracy of their responses, nor are they even told the number of contrasting categories (e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 1998) . Thus, in both unsupervised and free sorting tasks there is no feedback that observers can use to infer that learning has occurred. As a result, these tasks are ideal for using the stricter criterion to test for implicit learning. Even so, to date the only learning that has been demonstrated in such tasks is explicit (Ashby, Queller, & Berretty, 1999; Medin, Wattenmaker, & Hampson, 1997) .
Evidence for separate explicit and implicit category learning systems

Three different category learning tasks
Much of the data that has been used to argue for multiple category learning systems came from the observation that changing the nature of the contrasting categories that subjects were asked to learn sometimes qualitatively changed learning behavior. Ashby and Ell (2001) identified three different types of category structures that are often associated with such qualitative differences in performance. To anticipate our later discussion, in the next section we will argue that these three tasks load primarily on three different memory systems.
Rule-based tasks are those in which subjects can learn the category structures via some explicit reasoning process. In the most common applications, only one stimulus dimension is relevant, and the subject's task is to discover this relevant dimension and then to map the different dimensional values to the relevant categories. Figure 1 shows the stimuli and category structure of a recent rule-based task that used 8 exemplars per category ). The categorization stimuli were colored geometric figures presented on a colored background. The stimuli varied on four binaryvalued dimensions: background color (blue or yellow; here denoted as light and dark gray, respectively), embedded symbol color (green or red; here denoted as black and white, respectively), symbol number (1 or 2), and symbol shape (square or circle). This yields a total of 16 possible stimuli. To create rulebased category structures, one dimension is selected arbitrarily to be relevant. The two values on that dimension are then assigned to the two contrasting categories.
An important property of rule-based category learning tasks is that the optimal rule is often easy to describe verbally . As a result, subjects can learn the category structures via an explicit process of hypothesis testing (Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956) or theory construction and testing (Murphy & Medin, 1985) . Virtually all standard neuropsychological categorization tasks are of this type -including the well known Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Heaton, 1981) . Rule-based tasks, which have a long history in cognitive psychology, have been favored by proponents of the so-called classical theory of categorization, which assumes that category learning is the process of discovering the set of necessary and sufficient conditions that determine category membership (Smith & Medin, 1981) .
In the Figure 1 example, the explicit rule that perfectly separates the stimuli into the two categories is unidimensional. Although the optimal rule in rulebased tasks is often unidimensional, this is not a requirement. For example, a task is rule-based if the optimal rule is a conjunction of the form:
Respond A if the background is blue and the embedded symbol is round; otherwise respond B.
The critical criterion is that this rule is easy to describe verbally, and to learn through an explicit reasoning process. Note that according to this criterion, there is no limit on the complexity of the optimal rule in rule-based tasks. However, as the complexity of the optimal rule increases, its salience decreases and it becomes less likely that observers will learn the associated categories through an explicit reasoning process. In fact, Alfonso-Reese (1997) found that even simple conjunction rules have far lower salience than unidimensional rules. This does not mean that people can not learn conjunction rules. Only that they are unlikely to experiment with such rules unless feedback compels them in this direction. This discussion should make it clear that the boundary on what constitutes a rule-based task is fuzzy. Tasks in which the optimal rule is unidimensional are unambiguously rule-based (at least with separable stimulus dimensions), and tasks in which the optimal rule is significantly more complex than a conjunction rule are almost never rule-based. In between, the Figure 1 . Category structure of a rule-based category learning task. The optimal explicit rule is: Respond A if the background color is blue (depicted as light gray), and respond B if the background color is yellow (depicted as dark gray).
classification is not so clear-cut. For this reason, the rule-based tasks we discuss in this chapter will all have a unidimensional optimal rule. Information-integration tasks are those in which accuracy is maximized only if information from two or more stimulus components (or dimensions) is integrated at some pre-decisional stage (Ashby & Gott, 1988) . Perceptual integration could take many forms -from treating the stimulus as a Gestalt to computing a weighted linear combination of the dimensional values. However, a conjunction rule is a rule-based task rather than an information-integration task because separate decisions are first made about each dimension (e.g., small or large) and then the outcome of these decisions is combined (integration is not pre-decisional). In many cases, the optimal rule in information-integration tasks is difficult or impossible to describe verbally . The neuropsychological data reviewed below suggests that performance in such tasks is qualitatively different depending on the size of the categories -in particular, when a category contains only a few highly distinct exemplars, memorization is feasible. However, when the relevant categories contain many exemplars (e.g., hundreds), memorization is less efficient. Figure 2 shows the stimuli and category structure of a recent informationintegration task that used only 8 exemplars per category . The categorization stimuli are the same as in Figure 1 . To create information-integration category structures, one dimension is arbitrarily selected to be irrelevant. For example, in Figure 2 , the irrelevant dimension is symbol shape. Next, one level on each relevant dimension is arbitrarily assigned a value of +1 and the other level is assigned a value of 0. In Figure 2 , a background color of blue (denoted as light gray), a symbol color of green (denoted as black), and a symbol number of 2 are all assigned a value of +1. Finally, the category assignments are determined by the following rule:
The stimulus belongs to category A if the sum of values on the relevant dimensions > 1.5; Otherwise it belongs to category B.
This rule is readily learned by healthy young adults, but even after achieving perfect performance, they can virtually never accurately describe the rule they used 2 . Figure 3 is an abstract representation of the category structure of an information-integration task in which there are hundreds of exemplars in each category (developed by Ashby & Gott, 1988) . In this experiment, each stimulus is a line that varies across trials in length and orientation. Each cross in Figure  3 denotes the length and orientation of an exemplar in Category A and each dot denotes the length and orientation of an exemplar in Category B. The categories overlap, so perfect accuracy is impossible in this example. Even so, the quadratic curve is the boundary that maximizes response accuracy -that is, accuracy is maximized if subjects respond B to any stimulus falling inside the quadratic region (in the lower right quadrant), and A to any stimulus falling outside of this region. Note that such a rule is impossible to describe verbally. Many experiments have shown that, given enough practice, the performance of subjects in this task is well described by a quadratic decision boundary (e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 1992; Maddox & Ashby, 1993) .
Information-integration tasks with few exemplars per category have been the favorites of exemplar theorists, who argue that categorization requires accessing the memory representations of every previously seen exemplar from each relevant category (e.g., Estes, 1986; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986; Smith & Minda, 2000) . In contrast, decision bound theorists, who argue that category learning is a process of associating category labels with regions of perceptual space, have traditionally used informationintegration tasks with many exemplars per category (e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 1992; Maddox & Ashby, 1993) .
Prototype distortion tasks are a third type of category learning task in which each category is created by first defining a category prototype and then creating the category members by randomly distorting these prototypes. In the most popular version of the prototype distortion task, the category exemplars are random dot patterns (Posner & Keele, 1968 ). An example is shown in Figure 4 . In a typical application, many stimuli are created by randomly placing a number of dots on the display. One of these dot patterns is then chosen as the prototype for category A. The others become stimuli not belonging to category A. The other exemplars in category A are then created by randomly perturbing the position of each dot in the category A prototype. A consequence of this process that will prove important in our later discussions is that the stimuli that are not in category A have no coherent structure. For this reason, participants are often instructed to respond "yes" or "no" depending on whether the presented stimulus is a member of category A, rather than "A" or "B" as in the tasks illustrated in Figures 1 -3 . As the name suggests, prototype distortion tasks have been commonly used by prototype theorists, who argue that categorization is the act of comparing the presented stimulus to the prototype of each contrasting category (Homa, Sterling, & Trepel, 1981; Posner & Keele, 1968; Minda & Smith, 2001 ). . Some exemplars from a prototype distortion category learning task with random dot patterns.
Category learning dissociations
We have now observed a number of different dissociations between performance in rule-based and information-integration category learning tasks. Collectively, these provide strong evidence that learning in these two types of tasks is mediated by separate systems. A number of these results show that the nature and timing of trial-by-trial feedback about response accuracy is critical with information-integration categories but not with rule-based categories. First, in the absence of any trial-by-trial feedback about response accuracy, people can learn some rule-based categories, but there is no evidence that they can learn information-integration categories (Ashby, Queller, & Berretty, 1999) . Second, even when feedback is provided on every trial, informationintegration category learning is impaired if the feedback signal is delayed by as little as five seconds after the response. In contrast, such delays have no effect on rule-based category learning . Third, similar results are obtained when observational learning is compared to traditional feedback learning. Ashby, Maddox, and Bohil (2002) trained subjects on rule-based and information-integration categories using an observational training paradigm in which subjects are informed before stimulus presentation of what category the ensuing stimulus is from. Following stimulus presentation, subjects then pressed the appropriate response key. Traditional feedback training was as effective as observational training with rule-based categories, but with information-integration categories, feedback training was significantly more effective than observational training.
Another qualitative difference between these two tasks is that informationintegration category learning is more closely tied to motor outputs than rulebased category learning. had subjects learn either rule-based or information integration categories using traditional feedback training. Next, some subjects continued as before, some switched their hands on the response keys, and for some the location of the response keys was switched (so the Category A key was assigned to Category B and vice versa). For those subjects learning rule-based categories, there was no difference among any of these transfer instructions, thereby suggesting that abstract category labels are learned in rule-based categorization. In contrast, for those subjects learning information-integration categories, switching hands on the response keys caused no interference, but switching the locations of the response keys caused a significant decrease in accuracy. Thus, it appears that response locations are learned in information-integration categorization, but not specific motor programs.
One criticism of all these results is that information-integration tasks are usually more difficult than rule-based tasks, in the sense that information integration tasks usually require more training to reach the same level of expertise. Because of this difficulty difference, one concern is that, collectively, these studies might show only that there are many ways to disrupt learning of difficult tasks compared to simpler tasks. However, several results argue strongly against this hypothesis. First, Waldron and Ashby (2001) had subjects learn rule-based and information-integration categories (shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively) under typical single-task conditions and when simultaneously performing a secondary task known to activate frontal cortical structures (i.e., a numerical Stroop task). If task difficulty was the relevant variable, then the dual task should interfere more strongly with the difficult information-integration task than with the simpler rule-based task (since it is harder to do two difficult things at once than two simple things). However, in contrast to this prediction, the dual task interfered much more strongly with the ability of subjects to learn the rule-based task than the information-integration task.
Second, Ashby, Noble et al. (2002) found that the same group of Parkinson's disease patients were much more impaired at rule-based category learning (the Figure 1 task) than at information integration category learning (the Figure 2 task) . If a single system mediates learning in these two types of categorization tasks, and if Parkinson's disease damages this system, then we would expect the more serious deficits to occur in the more difficult information integration tasks.
These dissociations strongly argue that people learn rule-based and information-integration categories using separate systems. For example, consider just the single Waldron and Ashby (2001) dual-task experiment. Arguably the most successful existing single-process model of category learning is Kruschke's (1992) ALCOVE model. Ashby and Ell (2002a) showed that the only versions of ALCOVE that can fit the Waldron and Ashby data make the strong prediction that after reaching criterion accuracy on the simple (unidimensional) rule-based structures, participants would have no idea that only one dimension was relevant in the dual-task conditions. Ashby and Ell reported empirical evidence that strongly disconfirmed this prediction of ALCOVE. Thus, the best available single-system model fails to account even for the one dissociation reported by Waldron and Ashby (2001) .
In addition to dissociations in experiments with healthy young adults, a number of related dissociations have been reported with neuropsychological patient groups. In particular, Ashby and Ell (2001) reviewed the current neuropsychological category learning data and found evidence of a different set of dissociations across these three categorization tasks. Presently, there is extensive category learning data on only a few neuropsychological populations. The best data come from four different groups: 1) patients with frontal lobe lesions, 2) patients with medial temporal lobe amnesia, and two types of patients suffering from a disease of the basal ganglia -either 3) Parkinson's or 4) Huntington's disease. Table 1 summarizes the performance of these groups on the three different types of category learning tasks.
Note first that Table 1 indicates a double dissociation between frontal lobe patients and medial temporal lobe amnesiacs on rule-based tasks and information-integration tasks with few exemplars per category. Specifically, frontal patients are impaired on rule-based tasks (e.g., the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; Kolb & Whishaw, 1990 ) but medial temporal lobe amnesiacs are normal (e.g., Janowsky, Kritchevsky, & Squire, 1989; Leng & Parkin, 1988) . At the same time, the available data on information-integration tasks with few exemplars per category indicates that frontal patients are normal (Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 1996) , but medial temporal lobe amnesiacs are impaired (i.e., they show a late-training deficit --that is, they learn normally during the first 50 trials or so, but thereafter show impaired learning relative to agematched controls; Knowlton, Squire, & Gluck, 1994) . Therefore, the neuropsychological data also support the hypothesis that at least two systems Normal participate in category learning. Of course, until more data are collected on the information-integration tasks, this conclusion must be considered tentative. Table 1 can also be used to construct first hypotheses about which neural structures mediate learning in the various category learning tasks. For example, patients with frontal or basal ganglia dysfunction are impaired in rule-based tasks (e.g., Brown & Marsden, 1988; Cools et al.,1984; Kolb & Whishaw, 1990; Robinson, Heaton, Lehman, & Stilson, 1980 ), but patients with medial temporal lobe damage are normal in this type of category learning task (e.g., Janowsky et al., 1989; Leng & Parkin, 1988) . Thus, an obvious first hypothesis is that the prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia participate in this type of learning, but the medial temporal lobes do not. Converging evidence for the hypothesis that these are important structures in rule-based category learning comes from several sources. First, an fMRI study of a rule-based task similar to the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test showed activation in the right dorsal-lateral prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate, and the head of the right caudate nucleus (among other regions) (Rao et al., 1997) . Similar results were recently obtained in an fMRI study of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Monchi et al., 2001) . Second, many studies have implicated these structures as key components of executive attention (Posner & Petersen, 1990 ) and working memory (e.g., Fuster, 1989; Goldman-Rakic, 1987 , both of which are likely to be critically important to the explicit processes of rule formation and testing that are assumed to mediate rule-based category learning. Third, a recent neuroimaging study identified the (dorsal) anterior cingulate as the site of hypothesis generation in a rule-based category-learning task (Elliott & Dolan, 1998) . Fourth, lesion studies in rats implicate the dorsal caudate nucleus in rule switching (Winocur & Eskes, 1998) .
Next, note that in information integration tasks with large categories, only patients with basal ganglia dysfunction are known to be impaired (Filoteo, Maddox, & Davis, 2001a; Maddox & Filoteo, 2001 ). In particular, medial temporal lobe patients are normal (Filoteo, Maddox, & Davis, 2001b) . So a first hypothesis should be that the basal ganglia are critical in this task, but the medial temporal lobes are not. If the number of exemplars per category is reduced in this task to a small number (e.g., 4 to 8), then medial temporal lobe amnesiacs show late training deficits -that is, they learn normally during the first 50 trials or so, but thereafter show impaired learning relative to agematched controls (Knowlton, Squire, & Gluck, 1994 ). An obvious possibility in this case, is that normal observers begin memorizing responses to at least a few of the more distinctive stimuli -a strategy that is not available to the medial temporal lobe amnesiacs, and which is either not helpful or impossible when the categories contain many exemplars. Since patients with basal ganglia dysfunction are also impaired with small categories requiring informationintegration (Knowlton, Mangels et al., 1996; , a first hypothesis should be that learning in such tasks depends on the basal ganglia and on medial temporal lobe structures.
Finally, to our knowledge, of the patient groups identified in Table 1 , only amnesiacs have been run in prototype distortion tasks. Several studies have reported that this patient group shows normal learning in prototype distortion tasks, which suggests that learning in this task does not depend on an intact medial temporal lobe (Knowlton & Squire, 1993; Kolodny, 1994) . Ashby and Ell (2001) suggested that under certain conditions, learning in prototype distortion tasks might depend, in part, on the perceptual representation memory system -through a perceptual learning process. In the random dot pattern experiments, this seems plausible because all category A exemplars are created by randomly perturbing the positions of the dots that form the category A prototype (see Figure 4) . Thus, if there are cells in visual cortex that respond strongly to the category A prototype, they are also likely to respond to the other category A exemplars, and perceptual learning will increase their response. If this occurs, the observer could perform well in this task by responding "yes" to any stimulus that elicits a strong feeling of visual familiarity. Recent fMRI studies of subjects in prototype distortion tasks show learning related changes in visual cortex (Reber et al., 1998) , and are thus consistent with this hypothesis. Before drawing any strong conclusions however, it is vital to obtain category learning data on prototype distortion tasks from patients with basal ganglia disease or frontal lobe lesions.
In artificial grammar learning, subjects must decide whether or not a letter string has a familiar (artificial) grammatical structure (e.g., Reber, 1989) . Although seemingly very different from prototype distortion, it has also been proposed that artificial grammar learning depends on the perceptual representation memory system (Knowlton, Squire et al., 1992) . Indirect support for this hypothesis comes from a number of studies showing that amnesiacs and basal ganglia disease patients exhibit normal artificial grammar learning Knowlton, Ramus, & Squire, 1992; Meulemans, Peigneux, & Van der Linden, 1998) . Future research should explore the possible connections between prototype distortion category learning and artificial grammar learning.
Are there multiple implicit category learning systems?
The results reviewed above suggest that there may be multiple qualitatively different implicit category learning systems. Two obvious possibilities are a procedural-learning based system that is mediated, in part, by the basal ganglia, and a perceptual representation system that relies on perceptual learning in visual cortex. The next two sections consider these possibilities in some detail. A third possibility that should also be considered, however, is whether there is an exemplar memory-based system.
In cognitive psychology, one of the most popular and influential theories of category learning is exemplar theory (Brooks, 1978; Estes, 1986; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986) , which assumes that categorization decisions are made by accessing memory representations of all previously seen exemplars. Exemplar theorists are careful not to assume that this process of accessing memory representations is explicit, but most exemplar theorists have not taken a strong stand about the neural basis by which these memory representations are encoded. A natural candidate is the hippocampus and other medial temporal lobe structures (e.g., Pickering, 1997) . However, this is problematic because these brain areas are thought to mediate (the consolidation of) episodic memory, which is considered to be explicit (Fuster, 1989; Knowlton & Squire, 1993; Reber & Squire, 1994) . Certainly people are not consciously aware of recalling all previously seen exemplars when making categorization decisions.
There are situations in which episodic memory may contribute to category learning. In particular, with categories that contain a few highly distinct exemplars, people may memorize responses to at least some category members. Then, when a particularly distinct exemplar is presented, subjects may use episodic memory to recall the correct response. As mentioned previously, this might be the cause of the late-training deficit that has been reported when medial temporal lobe amnesiacs learn information-integration categories. Note, however, that the possible use of episodic memory to recall the response associated with the single current stimulus is very different from the processes hypothesized by exemplar theory. According to exemplar theory, the memory representations of all previously seen exemplars are accessed on every trial. Although they both seem to involve a similar type of memory trace, psychologically these two possibilities are very different. Recalling the response to a distinct stimulus is an explicit process, whereas accessing all previously seen exemplars almost necessarily must be implicit (since subjects report no awareness of such massive activation). On the other hand, there is evidence that at least some of the success of exemplar theory is due to the ability of exemplar models to mimic this explicit recall process. For example, Smith and Minda (2000) found that the best fits of a powerful exemplar model to category learning data collected using a popular information integration category structure (with a few highly distinct stimuli in each category) occurred when the response probabilities were determined almost completely by the presented stimulus. The representations of other category members were also activated, but the model parameters were such that these were so dissimilar to the presented stimulus that they had virtually no effect on the predictions of the model.
In summary, there is some evidence that an explicit, episodic memorybased process may contribute to category learning in some situations (e.g., when categories contain a few highly distinct exemplars). There is also theoretical reason to expect that an implicit exemplar memory-based system may contribute to category learning. However, the only attempts that have been made to describe the neurobiological basis of such a system have focused on the hippocampus and related structures that are thought to mediate explicit, episodic memories (Gluck, Oliver, & Myers, 1996; Pickering, 1997) . Thus, currently, an unresolved, but extremely important question is whether there exists some implicit, exemplar-memory based categorization system. Figure 5 shows the circuit of a putative procedural memory-based category learning system (proposed by Ashby & Waldron, 1999) . The key structure in this model is the caudate nucleus, a major input structure within the basal ganglia. In primates, all of extrastriate visual cortex projects directly to the tail of the caudate nucleus, with about 10,000 visual cortical cells converging on each caudate cell (Wilson, 1995) . Cells in the tail of the caudate (i.e., medium spiny cells) then project to prefrontal and premotor cortex (via the globus pallidus and thalamus; e.g., Alexander, DeLong, & Strick, 1986) . The model assumes that, through a procedural learning process, each caudate unit learns to associate a category label, or perhaps an abstract motor program, with a large group of visual cortical cells (i.e., all that project to it).
A procedural learning-based categorization system
Perhaps the best evidence for a basal ganglia contribution to category learning comes from a long series of lesion studies in rats and monkeys that show that the tail of the caudate nucleus is both necessary and sufficient for visual discrimination learning. Many studies have shown that lesions of the tail of the caudate nucleus impair the ability of animals to learn visual discriminations that require one response to one stimulus and a different response to some other stimulus (e.g., McDonald & White, 1993 Packard, Hirsch, & White, 1989; Packard & McGaugh, 1992) . For example, in one study, rats with lesions in the tail of the caudate could not learn to discriminate between safe and unsafe platforms in the Morris water maze when the safe platform was marked with horizontal lines and the unsafe platform was marked with vertical lines (Packard & McGaugh, 1992) . The same animals learned normally, however, when the cues signaling which platform was safe were spatial. Since the visual cortex is intact in these animals, it is unlikely that their difficulty is in perceiving the stimuli. Rather, it appears that their difficulty is in learning to associate an appropriate response with each stimulus alternative, and in fact, many researchers have hypothesized that this is the primary role of the neostriatum (e.g., Rolls, 1994; Wickens, 1993) . Technically, such studies are categorization tasks with one exemplar per category. It is difficult to imagine how adding more exemplars to each category could alleviate the deficits caused by caudate lesions, and it is for this reason that the caudate lesion studies support the hypothesis that the caudate contributes to normal category learning.
The sufficiency of the caudate nucleus for visual discrimination learning was shown in a series of studies by Gaffan and colleagues that lesioned all pathways out of visual cortex except into the tail of the caudate (e.g., projections into prefrontal cortex were lesioned by Gaffan, 1991, and Eacott, 1995;  projections to the hippocampus and amygdala were lesioned by Gaffan & Harrison, 1987) . None of these lesions affected visual discrimination learning.
The procedural learning that has been hypothesized to occur in the caudate nucleus is thought to be facilitated by a dopamine mediated reward signal from the substantia nigra (pars compacta) (e.g., Wickens, 1993) . There is a large literature linking dopamine and reward, and many researchers have argued that a primary function of dopamine is to serve as the reward signal in rewardmediated learning (e.g., Beninger, 1983; Miller, Sanghera, & German, 1981; Montague, Dayan, & Sejnowski, 1996; White, 1989; Wickens, 1993) . For example, it has been shown that rewards, and events that signal reward, elicit release of dopamine from several brainstem sites (for reviews, see, e.g, Bozarth, 1994; Pfaus & Phillips, 1991; Philips, Blaha, Pfaus, & Blackburn, 1992) , and it is well known that dopamine antagonists (i.e., neuroleptics) disrupt the reward signal and render reinforcement ineffective (e.g., Ataly & Wise, 1983) . Fairly specific neurobiological models of this learning process have been developed (e.g., Wickens, 1993) . Figure 6 shows a close-up view of a synapse between the axon of a pyramidal cell originating in visual cortex and the dendrite of a medium spiny cell in the caudate nucleus. Note that glutamate projections from visual cortex and dopamine projections from the substantia nigra both synapse on the dendritic spines of caudate medium spiny cells (DiFiglia, Pasik, & Pasik, 1978; Freund, Powell, & Smith, 1984; Smiley et al., 1994) . A cortical signal causes an influx of free Ca 2+ into the spines (through NMDA receptors). Because of its strong positive charge, free Ca 2+ is buffered very quickly within the intracellular medium. The main effect of Ca 2+ entering the cell is to activate Ca-dependent protein kinases, which then perform a number of cellular functions, including strengthening (long term potentiation --LTP) and weakening (long term depression --LTD) the synapse (e.g., Cooper, Bloom, & Roth, 1991; Lynch et al., 1983; Wickens, 1993) . Because the spines are somewhat separated from the bulk of the intracellular medium, free Ca 2+ persists for several seconds after entering the cell (Gamble & Koch, 1987; Implicit Category Learning MacDermott et al., 1986) . Under ideal conditions, the dopamine-mediated reward signal will arrive during this time, and there is substantial evidence that it will interact with the glutamate signal. The most popular model of this interaction assumes that after dopamine binds to the D 1 receptor and activates its associated G protein, a sequence of chemical reactions result that ultimately inhibit the deactivation of the Ca-dependent protein kinases that are activated after glutamate binds to the NMDA receptor (Nairn, Hemmings, Walaas, & Greengard, 1998; Pessin et al., 1994; Wickens, 1990 Wickens, , 1993 . The effect of this inhibition is that dopamine locks the glutamate second messenger in the "on" position, thereby potentiating the learning effect. Thus, the presence of dopamine strengthens the synapses that were active on a trial when reward was delivered (e.g., Huang & Kandel, 1995) .
The model described in Figures 5 and 6 easily accounts for all of the dissociations between rule-based and information integration category learning tasks that were described above. First, because the dopamine mediated reward signal is thought to be necessary for learning (e.g., LTP) to occur in the caudate nucleus, the absence of such a reward signal should greatly interfere with this form of implicit category learning. For this reason, the model predicts that learning in information integration tasks should be impaired (relative, say, to learning in rule-based tasks) during unsupervised categorization, or when the category label is shown before stimulus presentation (rather than after the response). In addition, as mentioned above, the timing of the reward signal relative to the response is critical for this type of learning. In reward-mediated learning, it is essential to strengthen those (and only those) synapses that actively participated in the response that elicited the reward. Because there is necessarily some delay between response and reward delivery, this means, therefore, that some trace must be maintained that signals which synapses were recently active. In the case of the medium spiny cells in the caudate nucleus, the morphology of the dendritic spines allows this trace to exist for several seconds after the response is initiated (Gamble & Koch, 1987; MacDermott et al., 1986) . If the reward is delayed by more than this amount, then the ensuing dopamine release will strengthen inappropriate synapses and learning will be adversely affected.
The model described in this section does not make strong predictions about the effects of switching hands or response locations after learning is complete. This is because there are projections from the caudate nucleus to all frontal areas, including prefrontal, premotor, and motor cortices (via the globus pallidus and the thalamus; e.g. Alexander et al., 1986) . Even so, the neostriatum (i.e., the caudate and putamen) has been strongly implicated in procedural motor learning (Jahanshahi et al., 1992; Mishkin et al., 1984; SaintCyr et al., 1988; Willingham et al., 1989) , so it is not unexpected that an implicit category learning system situated in the tail of the caudate nucleus would engage in response learning more strongly than, say, a rule-based system that is largely mediated within prefrontal cortex. Finally, the model described here is also consistent with the dual-task study of Waldron and Ashby (2001) . The numerical Stroop task that was used as the dual task in this study was selected specifically because it is known to activate frontal cortical areas. As such, it was predicted to interfere more strongly with the frontal-based explicit reasoning system than with the caudate-based implicit system.
In addition to accounting for these dissociations, the model described in Figures 5 and 6 also accounts for the dissociations that have been reported for various neuropsychological patient groups (i.e., summarized in Table 1 ). First, the model predicts category learning deficits in information-integration tasks in patients with Parkinson's or Huntington's disease because both of these populations suffer from caudate dysfunction. It also explains why frontal patients and medial temporal lobe amnesiacs are relatively normal in these tasks -that is, because neither prefrontal cortex nor medial temporal lobe structures play a prominent role in the Figure 5 model.
Before closing this section, it should be noted that the model shown in Figure 5 is strictly a model of visual category learning. However, it is feasible that a similar system exists in the other modalities, since they almost all also project directly to the basal ganglia, and then indirectly to frontal cortical areas (again via the globus pallidus and the thalamus; e.g., Chudler, Sugiyama, & Dong, 1995) . The main difference is in where within the basal ganglia they initially project. For example, auditory cortex projects directly to the body of the caudate (i.e., rather than to the tail; Arnalud, Jeantet, Arsaut, & DemotesMainard, 1996) .
A possible perceptual representation category learning system
No one has yet proposed a detailed category learning model that uses the perceptual representation memory system. However, based on work in the memory literature, it seems likely that such a category learning system, if it exists, would be based in sensory cortex (Curran & Schacter, 1996; Schacter, 1994) and would involve some form of perceptual learning. As mentioned above, it has been suggested that such a system might play a prominent role in prototype distortion tasks (Ashby & Ell, 2001 ).
Before investigating this possibility further, it is worth noting that even if the perceptual representation memory system did contribute to learning in prototype distortion tasks, it is not clear that prototype abstraction would meet the standard criteria of a separate system (Ashby & Ell, 2002b) . When the stimuli are visual in nature, then any category learning system must receive input from the visual system. If some category learning system X depends on input from the brain region mediating prototype abstraction, then system X and the prototype abstraction system would not be mediated by separate neural pathways -a condition often considered necessary for separate systems (e.g., Ashby & Ell, 2002b) . For example, under this scenario, a double dissociation between system X and the prototype system should be impossible. Damage to the neural structures downstream from visual cortex that mediate system X should induce deficits in category learning tasks mediated by system X, but not necessarily in prototype abstraction tasks. On the other hand, damage to visual cortex should impair all types of visual category learning. Thus, if prototype abstraction is mediated within visual cortex, then any group impaired in prototype abstraction should also be impaired on all other category learning tasks. In addition, it should be extremely difficult, or impossible, to find neuropsychological patient groups that are impaired in prototype abstraction, but not in other types of category learning. The available neuropsychological data supports this prediction, but as Table 1 indicates, only very limited tests of this prediction are currently possible.
Although the term "perceptual learning" is often broadly defined (e.g., Kellman, 2002) , in this chapter we use the term to refer specifically to learning related changes in sensory cortex. Perceptual learning of this type is thought to occur any time repeated presentations of the same stimulus occur during some relatively brief time interval (Dosher & Lu, 1999) . Unlike the rewardmediated learning that is thought to occur in the basal ganglia, no reward seems necessary for perceptual learning (e.g., Kellman, 2002) . In fact, a response does not even seem to be required (e.g., Posner & Keele, 1968; Homa & Cultice, 1984) . Presumably then, perceptual learning is mediated by a form of LTP that is quite close to classical Hebbian learning. In other words, rather than the three-factor learning rule described in the previous section in which learning occurs only in the presence of presynaptic activation, postsynaptic activation, and reward, apparently with perceptual learning, only pre-and postsynaptic activation are necessary.
In the visual cortex, LTP has been shown to occur at synapses between cortical pyramidal cells. Like the LTP that occurs in the procedural learning system, LTP in the perceptual representation system requires presynaptic activation from cortical cells releasing glutamate. However, this system does not require activation of dopamine receptors for LTP to occur. In the procedural learning system, the activation of dopamine receptors eventually potentiates the learning-related effects of the protein kinases that are thought to be activated by the glutamate signal (Wickens, 1993) . The most widely known mechanism of cortical LTP also requires activation of NMDA channels. As in medium spiny cells, activation of NMDA receptors in cortex leads to an increase in intracellular Ca
2+
, and subsequently to an increase in a protein kinase that has been shown to mediate LTP (i.e., calcium dependent protein kinase II). Unlike medium spiny cells in the caudate nucleus, however, this process apparently does not require dopamine (i.e., the cortical protein kinase undergoes autophosphorylation) (Malenka & Nicoll, 1999) .
Many different types of categorization experiments have been reported in the literature. Ashby and Maddox (1998) distinguished between what they called (A, B) tasks and (A, not A) tasks. In an (A, B) task, subjects are presented a series of exemplars that are each from some category A or from a contrasting category B. The task of the subject is to respond with the correct category label on each trial (i.e., "A" or "B"). In an (A, not A) task, there is a single central category A and subjects are presented with a series of stimuli that each are either an exemplar from category A or a stimulus that does not belong to category A. The subject's task is to respond "Yes" or "No" depending on whether the presented stimulus was or was not a member of category A. Historically, prototype distortion tasks have been run both in (A, B) form and in (A, not A) form. An important difference is that in an (A, B) task, the stimuli associated with both responses each have a coherent structure -that is, they each have a central prototypical member around which the other category members cluster (and likelihood tends to decrease monotonically with psychological distance from the prototype). In an (A, not A) task, this is true of the stimuli associated with the "A" (or "Yes") response, but not of the stimuli associated with the "not A" (or "No") response. The "not A" stimuli have no central member, no coherent structure, and over a reasonably large region of stimulus space, any given pattern is as likely to be associated with this response as any other pattern (with the exception of course, of the part of the space in which the category A exemplars are clustered).
This digression is important because if the perceptual representation system contributes to category learning, then it likely will have very different effects in (A, not A) and (A, B) tasks. Consider first an (A, not A) task. The category A prototype will induce a graded pattern of activation throughout visual cortex. One particular cell (or small group of cells) will fire most rapidly to the presentation of this pattern. Call this cell A. In other words, cell A will fire to a particular range of visually similar patterns that includes the category A prototype. A low level distortion of the category A prototype will be visually similar to the prototype and therefore will also likely cause cell A to fire. Thus cell A will repeatedly fire throughout training on the category A exemplars. As a result, perceptual learning will cause the magnitude of the cell A response to increase throughout training. In contrast, the stimuli associated with the "not A" response will be visually dissimilar to the category A prototype and therefore will be unlikely to cause cell A to fire. During the transfer or testing phase of the experiment, the subject can use the increased sensitivity of cell A to respond accurately. In particular, stimuli from category A are likely to lead to an enhanced visual response compared to stimuli that do not belong to category A. From the subject's perspective, this enhanced visual response might be interpreted as an increased visual familiarity. Thus, to respond with above chance accuracy, subjects need only respond "A" or "Yes" to any stimulus that elicits a feeling of familiarity.
Next, consider an (A, B) task. In this case there will be some cell A maximally tuned to the category A prototype, but there will be some other cell B that is tuned to the category B prototype. During training, every presented stimulus is a distortion of either the category A or category B prototype, so it is likely that either cell A or B will fire on many trials. The actual number will depend on how much the prototypes are distorted to create the two categories. During the testing phase, all stimuli are again from either category A or B, and so stimuli from both categories will be equally likely to elicit an enhanced visual response (assuming the same level of distortion was used to create both categories). As a result, almost everything will feel familiar to the subject, so this feeling of familiarity will not help subjects decide whether to respond "A" or "B".
The conclusion therefore, is that if the perceptual representation system involves two-factor Hebbian learning, then that system could greatly assist in learning in (A, not A) tasks, but it would be of little help in (A, B) tasks. This is not to say that learning in (A, B) prototype distortion tasks is impossible, only that other learning systems must be used. Kolodny (1994) reported that amnesiacs learn normally in (A, B) prototype distortion tasks [actually in (A, B, C) tasks], so it seems unlikely that people memorize the category label associated with each prototype. One obvious possibility is that they instead use a procedural-memory based system of the type described in the previous section. If so, then several strong, yet untested predictions follow. First, patients with basal ganglia disease (e.g., Parkinson's or Huntington's disease) should be normal in (A, not A) prototype distortion tasks, but impaired in (A, B) tasks. Second, because feedback is much more important to procedural learning than perceptual learning, unsupervised prototype distortion category learning should be better in (A, not A) tasks than in (A, B) tasks. Homa and Cultice (1984) showed that unsupervised learning is possible in (A, B) tasks if the category members are all low-level distortions of the prototypes, but to our knowledge, no one has systematically compared unsupervised learning in (A, not A) and (A, B) tasks.
Because there is so little available data, the predictions and inferences drawn in this section are highly speculative. Therefore, much more work needs to be done before we will have a clear understanding of the role played by the perceptual representation memory system in category learning.
Summary and conclusions
The issue of whether human category learning is mediated by one or several category learning systems is a question of intense current debate. Although this issue is still unresolved, recent cognitive, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging data support the weaker hypothesis that different memory systems may participate in different types of category learning tasks. This chapter focused on two memory systems that may contribute to implicit category learning -procedural memory and the perceptual representation memory system.
The recent surge of interest in implicit category learning has a number of practical benefits. First, it immediately ties the categorization literature to the large and well established memory literature. Second, it organizes new research efforts, and it encourages collecting data of a qualitatively different nature than have been collected in the past. Third, it encourages a more critical examination of categorization theories than has been common in the pastlargely because it adds constraints on both psychological process and neural structure that historically have not received much attention in the categorization literature. Thus, no matter how it is eventually resolved, the field will benefit from the current interest in implicit categorization.
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1. Crick and Koch (1998) did not take the strong position that working memory is necessary for conscious awareness. Even so, they did argue that some short-term memory store is required. However, they left open the possibility that an extremely transient iconic memory might be sufficient.
2. Note that there is an explicit rule that also yields perfect accuracy, but it involves three "ands" and two "ors". Despite running many subjects through the Figure 2 categories, we have never had a subject describe this explicit rule at the end of training, even though almost all subjects eventually learn these categories perfectly. For this reason, the Figure 2 task is better described as an information-integration task, rather than as a rule-based task.
